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ABSTRACT

Tito procedure for biasing the collision density of Monte
Casio paEfeieloOfGO that the estimation of flux at a point detect-
or is bounded, io described. She theory and program design of the
GOlutioa of the problem of obtaining estimates for several de-
tcetoiro during a single Monte Carlo calculation is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The estimation of neutron or photon flux at a specified point in space
io a najor objective of radiation transport calculations. In carrying out
calculations for problems ir. three dimensions, it is usually necessary to
resort to MontG Casio methods. The typical procedure that is invoked for
estimating flux at a point involves the generation of particles with random
positions and aerrtenta, sampled from the collision density, and using a last
flight estimator to obtain an ootimato of the flux at the prescribed posi-
tion, the standard last flight estimator W is given by:

W

(See Table I and Figure 1 for definitions.)

(1)

The major problem in tho treatment of point detectors is that W*03 as
r+0» i.e. tho estimator is unbounded. Furthermore, as an added complication
for Monte Carlo calculations, \W*y> ia infinite when it 13 averaged with re-
specfc to the natural collision density. As a result convergence of a Monte
Carlo average to the correct answer is slower than the usual 1/vUT, where K
is the number of samples.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The first significant attempt at solving this problem was made by
^ , using the concept of a once more collided estimator. Here, in-

stead of using the estimator described by Equation (1), a procedure was
developed where an intermediate point was selected from a biased distribu-
tion. The estimation then was the product of two terms of the form of
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Equation {1). Although the resultant estimation was still unbounded, the
second ncaont, and therefore the variance, vas finite, so that the convergence
was 1/VfiT.

HcwcvGjr,- the possibility of arbitrarily large estimates remained, thus
leaving roon for a large error in a given Monte Carlo calculation, albeit
with a snail probability. To mitigate this problem, Steinberg and Kalos^l
developed the concept of a bounded estimator. They invoked the principle
that, as long as the nean is finite, it is always possible to establish a
biased sampling scherte in which the singularity becomes part of the prob-
ability density.

SINGLE DETECTOK-THEQRJ:

The problem of handling the 1/r^ singularity in Equation (1) was treated
by uuiny biased distributions for rho selection of the direction out of
collision (or coureoj and for tho position of tho next collision. This re-
sults in a biased collision density in the neighborhood of the detector pro-
portional to tho "natural" collision density divided by r2. The resultant

estimator Wj:2 is therefore bounded.

ft 3 an aid to the implementation of the biasing procedure, the reselect-
ion principle was developed. In general terms, this procedure involves first
the selection of a point in phase space by means of some prescribed {e*g.
natural) distribution^ Then, if the point is in some critical domain (e.g.
where W as given in Equation (1) is large), reselect the point within the
dcinain frcrs an appropriately biased distribution.

n would be invoked when two conditions are met. First it is
desirable to keep the biasing local, i.e. there is some critical domain in
which bia&iiir; is necessary, while for the rest, of phase space the "natural"
distribution is preferred. Second, the "natural" probability, that a point
selected in the first stage will fall in the critical domain, is not known
a priori or is difficult to calculate,, In [2] weight adjustments which do
not use this probability are described,,

To select the direction, it is convenient to define a coordinate system
using the lino between the particle position and the detector as a polar

The differential solid angle dft can then be expressedaxis (direction w ).
as:

where a is the polar angle and 1|» is an azimuth around it. The biasing pro-
cedure here involves a only. Specifically the density function is set to be
proportional to 1/sina for 0«x<a , where a is some preassigned limit. This
means simply that within the range (0,am), a is chosen by means of a uniform
distribution in angle, rather than uniform in the cosine of the angle. The
biasing weight adjustment FQ is then given by:

where K_ is determined by a .
O 10

(3)
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To select the position of the subsequent collision, the density function
is set proportional to 1/r2, and the weight adjustment factor F , propor-
tional to r % is given by

Fj = K l((S-S o)
2
+r o

2)/r o (4)

where rQ, S Q , and S are given in Table I, K^ is determined by the range
over which S is biased, and includes the adjustments for the "natural" ex-
ponential attenuation. The product WFQF-, , used for flux estimation, can
then be shown to be bounded, solving the problem of the 1/r singularity.

SINGLE DETECTOR IMPLEMENTATION

An implementation of the theory was described in [2], using the re-
selection principle. Essentially if a collision was found to be within a
prescribed volume around the detector, both the previously selected direc-
tion and the position along the track were reselected. This led to serious
programming problems. Furthermore, no attempt was made to handle the
"natural" exponential attenuation.

Steinberg and Lichtenstein described an improved implementation pro-
cedure which took into account both the exponential attenuation and the
1/r2 term in carrying out the spatial sampling. In addition, to avoid the
above mentioned programming difficulty, it was determined that the direction
and distance biasing should be decoupled. The direction biasing, using the
reselection principle, was carried out as soon as the direction was chosen
(and not later as in [2]). Then the biasing of position along the track
near a detector can be carried out without any further effect on the direc-
tion and also without the use of reselection.

Specifically, when selecting a direction u , a test is made to deter-
mine if the initially selected direction o)g lies within a specified cone,
i.e. if the angle aQ between to_ and to is less than a m (see Figure 1). If so,a
new a is chosen uniformly between 0 and a and a is calculated from

to = aw
P q

+ bu (5)

where a = sina/sinoi and b = sin (a -a ) / s ina . When a >a , u becomes u .
0 0 0 0 m q p

When reselection is used, the weight adjustment F is the., given by:

g (u )
P

_
0 ~ 1-cosct g(u )m q

(6)

For position along the track, biasing can be carried out without re-
sorting to reselection. The procedure is kept local by defining a range of
distances along the track, near the detector where biasing is used. The
range (S rS ) is determined from

0 -
P 2 - (7)
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This interval defines the portion of the path within P of the detector.
If r >P, then no special biasing is needed.

For S_<S<S , a sampling density f(S)=g(S)/ / g(t)dt can be used
where */S

g(S) =-- y(S)exp(-X(S_/S))/((S-S0)
2+r0

2) (8)

Because /g(S)dS is difficult to obtain analytically, g(S) is replaced
by an approximation, constructed by dividing up the range (S^S^) into short
intervals and replacing either the exponential or the inverse square factor
by a constant. A full description of the algorithm is given in the SAM-CE
Manual t4j .

SEVERAL DETECTORS SOLUTION

The problem of treating several point detectors simultaneously although
not a difficult problem in theory, was not satisfactorily solved in either
[2] or [3].

In [2] the theoretical solution of sampling from the average distri-
bution was described, but the implementation suggested proved impractical.
In [3] a practical solution, involving the use of Russian Roulette procedure
to reduce the problem to that of one detector, was described. When imple-
mented, however, this approach results in a serious degradation in the
statistical quality of the resultant flux estimates. A full description
can be found in [4].

However, by combining the method of [3] directly with the theoretical
solution of [2], it is feasible to define a procedure which would be satis-
factory statistically, and still be tractable for implementation. The
procedure is based on a simple but important theorem of Monte Carlo.
Specifically:

Theorem 1:

Let Fi(x), , Fn(x) be a collection of probability r.is'cribution func-
tions. Let a±, , an be constants so that Eak=l and all aj^O. Let
F(x) = £afcFk(x). Then F(x) is a distribution function, and a random vari-
able X with distribution function F(x) can be generated by means of the
following two-step procedure:

1: choose k at random with probability a. .

2: choose a random variable X with distribution function
Fk(x).

• .0-

i
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Proof:

Prob(X<x) = ZProb (k selected) Prob (X<x|k selected)
k

Q.E.O.

This theorem leads to the following estimation theorem.

Theorem 2:

Let Fk(x) and ak be defined as in Theorem 1, let X be chosen as
described in Theorem 1, let T(x) be integrable over the domain of x, and let
(bfcfx)} be any functions of x, provided that Sambm(x) is never 0. Then
an unbiased estimate J of^T(x)dx is given by:

(
J ( X )

T(X)bk(X)

f. (X) Eambffi(X)
* m

whare f k00 = P*(x). Note that J depends on k.

Proof:

/j(x)fk(x)dx

Q.E.D.

Implementation of the solution described in [2] is then very straight-
forward. Before choosing a direction out of collision, detector number k
is chosen with probability a k (where the a k are defined in advance to re-
flect the relative importance of the various detectors).

The direction and next position sampling are carried out as if the k
detector were the only detector present using essentially the same pro-
cedure, as described above for one detector.

"

The estimation theorem can then be invoked using

bffl(x) = max(l,Pm
2/rm

2) (11)
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For each detector Wj/Sag^fx) is bounded. (In fact, EajWj/Eam^tx) is
bounded.) Furthermore b]c(x)KcK1, where k is the detector used for sampling
and KQKJ are the biasing weight adjustments, is also bounded. Therefore
the estimation for all detectors is bounded.

Since the bound on Wj/Za^b^x) can be 1/aj larger than the one detector
bound, it is recommended that this procedure be invoked only when necessary,
i.e. if the direction out of collision has to be biased by aore than one
detector.
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TABLE I

SYMBOLS

VECTORS

D, D k

x

y

p

Vuok

SCALARS

S

Vamk

Vrok
S0 f S0k

e, e.

position of (k ) detector

collision position

position of previous event (source or collision)

direction from y to D or D,

direction from y to x

direction from x to D or D,

|x-yj

|x-D| {or jx-DjJ)

|y-D| (or |y-Dk|)

"critical" radius (always <R (or It ))

n"1(or sin"1(pk/Rk))

angle between u (or to.) and w_

Rsino (or R

Rcosa (or R.

angle between oiQ (or (tOk) and u

FUNCTICWS

g(u.o)

X(u,v)

V

density function of angular distribution:
scattering - g(u>0) = o(0)» where a (6) is
differential cross-section;

source - prescribed, usually l/4ir (isotropic)

distance from u to v in mean free paths

total macroscopic cross-section

. \
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Actual Path
Extended or Estimation Paths

(S_, S, So, S+ distances fro« y.)

Fig. 1. Geometry for point detector.
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DISCUSSION

Gelbard: What you are Calking about seems to be, in some sense, equiva-
lent to splitting continuously, with some distribution of splitting boundaries.

Kalos: No, it is better than splitting because the biasing of the angle
makes you able to find the neighborhood of the point you are interested in
without just having to reach it by chance.

Steinberg: Well, the effectiveness of the technique depends very much on
a reasonable selection of the parameter p. We found in practice that some-
thing roughly like one mean free path seems to be a sensible distance. This
is not a strict rule, but an order of magnitude of that nature seems to be
most sensible.

Kalos: Have you made any attempt to calculate the variance of the esti-
mates you get this way?

Steinberg: Well,, we have run many problems using the method I have des-
cribed, and we have calculated variances internally the typical way. We have
not tried to make a theoretical calculation because, obviously, the variance
depends on all the biasing techniques used in the computation, not just on
this particular technique.

Gelbard: You would still have to rely on some other techniques to get
you within a mean free path of the region of interest?

Steinberg: Remember that the angle biasing is done at every point. At
any point in space you are starting to aim at the selected sphere. You are
getting rays in that direction from every point, which means that more and
more paths will pass through that sphere, and once you have a ray passing
through you will increase the collision density along that ray.

Kalos: For deep penetration problems, however, this alone is not a sub-
stitute for some good important sampling scheme that brings you to within a
few mean free paths of the point in question.

Steinberg: Well, I was thinking again of the small sample problem not ...

Kalos: In the small sample problem, if you are within a few mean free
paths of the sample, this will do you a lot of good, I believe.

Cashnell: In the case of the point detector you turn this on when you
get reasonably close to the detector?

Steinberg: The angle biasing takes place throughout the entire space.
The cones get smaller and smaller as you get further away, but the biasing is
always present. The position biasing is only put into effect when you are
within that one mean path sphere.

Cashwell: One other question. U3ing the latest scheme, the Steinberg-
Lichtenstein scheme... I gather you pick up some speed in implementation
over the earlier methods?
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Steinberg: Th>.re are practical programing problems in the earlier
methods. The first problem by which we were hit was the almost impossible
problem of retrieving the cross section for the previous collision. That
cross section might no longer be in the fast memory and this was potentially
a horrendous mess. Further, in our codes, the tracking portion is the most
expensive and time-consuming portion and using the older scheme we have to go
back and retrack. This way we avoid those tvo problems.

Cashuell: Yes, retracking would be expensive.

Gelbard: I would like to pick up a comment that was made a little
earlier. We t»ere talking about how one might join the adjoint method to an
eigenvalue problem. I was suggesting that, during the adjoint calculation, at
every collision, you might somehow make an estimate either at all, or at some
selected direct-mode fission source sites. 1 gather that Kalos and Steinberg
have some experience in this sort of thing. Could you say something about it?

Steinberg: Our experiences have always been with transport radiation
problems, rather than with reactor problems. As a result, we do not have
experience with eigenvalue problems in this sort of context. We have been us-
ing our biasing methods as concentrators in various and sundry transport prob-
lems and they work. In fact, we have used them very specifically i.t the kind
of context we have described, where one is putting in a nonexisting detector
just so that one can use this sort of a concentrator.

Gelbard: I think 1 am talking about a slightly different subject. Let
us say that you have previously done a direct mode problem, you have accumu-
lated a certain number of fission sites, and what you would really like to get
is the integral of y adjoins times the fission source density.

Steinberg: The closest analog of that kind of a problem is a secondary
gamma calculation where the neutron transport is simulated in a forward mode
and the gammas are adjointed back to the production sites. In the forward
neutron calculation this procedure is used as a concentrator for the gamma
detector. So, we have an enhanced collision density, or gamma source density,
in the neighborhood of the detector.

Gelbard: But, if you were trying to get the value of the adjoint flux at
every one of 10,000 source sites, that would clearly be unfeasible. So that
if you want to integrate the adjoint flux times the direct mode source, you
could not on every collision get a contribution at every point.

Steinberg: No, what we do is to accumulate what we call a "forward
source tape" and each adjoint gamma history contributes to just one source
point.

Kalos: If you had at your disposal a large number of fission positions,
I think that a sensible procedure might be to select one at random from some
distribution which represented the importance function of the sites. That
would then be the point at which you make an estimate. But you have the prob-
lem of organizing the collection of fision sites so that you can efficiently
pick one that is worthwhile. I think that could probably be done. The proce-
dure might well work. It would depend a lot on how well you could do the point
estimation.
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Gelbard: You have no direct experience with such a technique?

Kalos: Well, the way that we did it wa» rather clumsy. It worked. But
how it night compare with aone other hypothetical scheme is very hard to
predict.


